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I wanted to write this to clean up some misconceptions about these bug headed things
called as the Greys.

As it has been stated before, this race is totally hostile to humanity, and at best, they
only pretend to be friendly, to disarm, and destroy humans later as a result.  Many
people who are spiritual and meditate report seeing them, either trying to stop them, or
in relation to negative events. To the jews, the Greys are allies, as they are allied with
the enemy and they are their servants.

The Greys, and it's even documented in UFOlogy, take frequent strolls on this Earth.
People from all Ancient Civilizations have talked about them, most of the time in fear.
There  were  posts  written  and  they  are  depicted  in  ancient  statues  and  figurines,
having  babies,  and  having  their  huge  heads  and  typical  bug  eyes.  These  have
enslaved all  sorts of people in the passing of time, especially in Africa and Central
America etc. David Icke, one of the non-bullshit things he has done except the majority
of bullshit he did, was to get a Zulu Priest from Africa to paint a picture of the "God" he
sees.

The Zulu, especially of the past, have been very brutal, in that they sacrifice and do
blood rituals more than anyone else. The Zulu priest painted a reptilian-looking alien
as his "God" who he tries to communicate with. Of course, the Zulu's and all they do is
provide living sacrifices to these dumb aliens. This is in general the level they always
keep  humanity.  Zero  development,  endless  savagery,  bastardization,  and  keeping
them as a food source.

Whenever they appear, they demand human sacrifice, cultural systems are forcibly
removed (As it happened to Pagan people) and their victims enter an unnatural, life
hating, destructive path.  That is because they are a race which also exists on the
astral, so they feed from the blood sacrifices, and they also do not want others to get
to this level to 'compete' with them, above or below. In contrast to the Zulu there are
the Dogon, a people who were escorted out of Africa because they were followers of
our Gods, so that they would avoid being sacrificed by others.

Islam, Christianity, and Judaism, are all obsessive, blood sacrificing cults. People and
cattle alike are slaughtered in the most weird and superficial manners, in mass blood
sacrifices. In the Native Americans, after hijacking, and also in some places in Africa,
they  are  also  sacrificing  their  own  children  to  them,  in  order  to  'appease'  them.
Normally, civil  war breaks when these cultural injections are done, and one faction
may or may not survive and end this, or this crap continues indefinitely.
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They also author Chrisitanity, Islam, and Judaism, as by definition, these programs are
only religious and political cloaks to cloak their greater agenda, that of a borg hive
mind species without personal ID or consciousness.

The  Greys  now  are  only  a  slave  race,  but  an  amount  of  extremely  many  years,
hundreds or more thousands of years back (this is of no concern to us, just for general
history), they were a humanoid, medium advanced race, who had basic 'evolution' into
space. Think in our terms a Mars Colonization level of technological advancement.
They embarked in a war with the reptilians and lost it. Whether they were attacked by
other "Greys" who already were with the reptilians, seems plausible.

After they lost this war, they were enslaved, genetically engineered into a race that
cannot  procreate,  and were made into  a  borg without  personal  will,  by  implanting
implant technology into their heads. One of the things Star Trek is correct about, is that
there do exist Borg Races. Borg is the "friendly" cloak of Join Us until it throws the
cloak  down  and  it  becomes  the  actual  Communism  applied  into  a  technological
literalization of these alien concepts.

These concepts they inject into the cultures of races they try to take over, and they let
these grow roots, opening these races up to invasion later. Because the Greys are not
really  fond of  direct  warfare,  they take the route of  brainwashing civilizations,  and
leading them into the pit in accordance to the reptilians, to also turn other beings into
greys if they are fit. Now, they are under the direct control of Reptilians, who control
them as one would control an external hand or foot or a computer. The Greys as they
are known in any size and shape are to never be trusted, and they are a spiteful,
human hating race.

Many fools who have no brain, they engage in Angelic magick and jewish spirituality,
and the Greys are always eager to show up and "Help" them. The Greys never give
them any important  spiritual  knowledge,  as  they don't  want  humanity  to  spiritually
advance,  and  they  have  always  kept  our  civilization  back  either  through  direct
intervention, sightings, or literal war. Aleister Crowley, who was a top "Occultist" of the
enemy, painted and channeled "Jehovah", and the picture he generated from this was
the picture of an Alien Grey. When "Jesus" is called, most of the time, Greys will again
show up to "Greet" the fools who engage in these "Callings".

One of the most vocal jews in regards to the agenda of the above is a kike named
Rael, who founded Raelianism. This Rael explicitly admits that all the 'fusion' of all
religions  into  one world  religion,  and one system,  and one government,  one race
(Jews excluded of course) is going to be pivotal, and that when this is achieved (this is
the Jewish planning of Zion) then the true masters behind this process (Reptilians and
Greys) will  emerge to enslave humanity and instate them as the borg. The jewish
Rabbis say that the "Earth Will Wear a Tefillin on Her Head" at this time. The Tefillin is
basically a cube structure of technology that the Greys and Reptilians will come to
'incorporate' when all the above is said and done, into their own borg.



To minimize chances of failure, the creation of a singular race of earth is better, as
probably this makes things easier both for cultural and genetic assimilation, and to
create a stable for what is essentially a colony for recruitment and eating people like
chickens. This will  create for them what they believe as an easier 'integration' and
manipulation of the humanoid species here into their collective.

Other occultists behind all the famous "Angelic" names, have found all sorts of Grey
aliens, and Reptilians when these summon or appear. When I used to have my videos
in Jewtube, I had posted the confession of a top Yerushlami Rabbi on how the Greys
are the Big Brother and how the Reptilians are basically the "Grandmasters" who help
them in meditation. This Rabbi aired on Ancient Aliens and mixed lies with truth to try
to deceive, but even there he spilled the beans on how the "Angels" are all Reptilians
in the bible.

Other occultists who are in bed with the enemy, also report seeing them, associating
with them, and they always give them either corruptible or ineffective information. Due
to the fact they are a worthless slave race, they will appear eagerly to 'spiritual' people
to deceive them or misguide them, or even worse, harm them.

Many people say things that the Greys are stupid or weak. This is inaccurate. They are
not as 'clever',  but  they do have some form of 'group intelligence'.  While they are
inaccurate at a distance, if they are in physical proximity, they are extremely powerful,
and their telepathic projections can make most people faint or fall  asleep instantly.
People who meet and dwell on these dumb beings for too long get scarred for life, and
people abducted by them are done brutal experimentation upon. It's known in Area 51
and 52 they have Greys they found at  Nevada, and they are analyzing their  alien
technology, and also the remains of many others are found in Nasca, Peru.

The Greys are technologically advanced to a great extent, but they are not the most
'technologically advanced'. The greys do not have any 'culture' as they are a slave,
mindless race, and they only practice 'technological materialism'.

They clearly aren't at all "Godlike", but spiritually, they are superior to humanity by a
long  shot.  They  have  been  dominating  governments  and  also  meeting  certain
presidents and others for threats or intimidation. Being Borgs, they commit mistakes
and malfunction,  and they  aren't  really  very  'clever',  and  this  is  why  they  have a
'delayed response'. This delayed response is mapped out by many people who had
the lack of fortune to encounter them. It's as if they share a common mind, but there is
no individual mind.

They  work  more  like  ants,  rather  than  anything  that  resembles  individual
consciousness. This makes them slow and stupid, but it makes them a perfect slave
race,  incapable  of  personal  thought  or  the  ability  to  revolt.  The  greys  are  also
incapable of procreation, and they have a set 'expiry' date, or they can be killed with



the microchip in their brains. On the Nasca Peru greys, they have this plaque inside
their head, and they also display 'reptilian scales', as it appears some of them have
some reptilian genetics to bolster them spiritually or tie them closer to their masters.

Greys seem to be more of a borg model of what the enemy turns the places they
conquer into, rather than a 'species'. Sort of like a bio-cyborg model that they make
everyone into after they are done with them.

There are few Gods who are "Part Grey", but they came from now-extinct "pre-greys"
who used to be humanoid and rogue on the rest. They were tragically few and they
were destroyed, and they also had self-sentience and personal will. From these and
through genetic manipulation of genetic leftovers came some of our Gods, which in a
sense resemble nothing of the "Greys", other than having bigger heads.

For whatever reason, the greys, they also hate their own allies and their own hybrids.
In the story of Rabbi Reina, he summons some of the "Top Dogs" of his side, and he
tries to get instructions to wage occult war. The first ones he meets in the hierarchy
(Greys) call the jew a "Worthless Worm" and "Living Dung". The greys hate even their
own 'chosen' race. The jews themselves will have the same end when the enemy has
concluded with them, and the jew is part reptilian like the greys are.

People on this earth at their present state are 'inferior' to greys, but this is because few
people practice seriously spiritually or are outside the enemy's thumb.

If people do not have some sort of protection, the greys and the enemy can take them
out or deceive them easily. As such humanity at large is not a 'spiritual danger' to them
at this point, but a varying potential danger. However, potential wise, yes, humans are
perfectly capable to fend them away or control their own destiny, but people need to
advance. Our Gods help us in that regard as our civilization for thousands of years
now has been under their vile force and moving in a negative direction for everyone
involved.

People need not to dwell  or care of  these, and need to ignore and surpass them.
"Tune  them  off  like  a  radio"  is  the  motto  here.  Those  who  are  foolish  to  make
Disneyland with these into their heads, will find out quickly that this is a waste of time,
and even sanity. They can be surpassed, and they will be in time.

The great sign that our world is moving past their thumb is that we are advancing. For
one, the greys have tried to stop the Space Program since the time of the National
Socialists who tried to initiate it and bring this into fruition. The enemy is failing on all
fronts, and as such, they are pushing hard to maintain a stranglehold that won't last.
Humans have went from '95% illiterate cattle' to everyone possessing a machine that
can give them extreme knowledge in their living room.



This is great news and shows progress for us. The greys and their "Earthling" jew race
have  been  ruling  during  all  of  the  Middle  Ages,  as  shown  in  representation  by
desperate  artists  of  the  time,  keeping  humanity  under  extreme  surveillance  and
control. Eventually, they were driven away by a series of revolutions and battles.

The above is  for  people  to  view and not  for  people  to  profane or  start  to  create
pointless science fiction movies and create a profanity in Satanism. It's stated because
it's a reality, and not for people to abuse imagination, and create useless stories. Our
enemy is "Down here" and everyone knows who these are, as for those "Up there",
they will be dealt by our own "Up There".

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply from HP. Hoodedcobra666:

TopoftheAbyss wrote: Do angels have a form? What do they look like? 
And do the greys have souls? 

I read that they're seeking our DNA, which makes sense since we are born to
become Gods.

Their  actual  form  is  greys  and  reptilians.  On  gullible  people  they  can  appear  as
"Christ", "beautiful angels" and all sorts of other things due to mental conditioning done
to people.

People who have more actual association with them either by accident or because
they have some spiritual knowledge, or they are in bed with their agenda, they just
drop the mask, and appear as the borgs they are.
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